Moving line model and avalanche statistics of Bingham fluid flow in porous media.
In this article, we propose a simple model to understand the critical behavior of path opening during flow of a yield stress fluid in porous media as numerically observed by Chevalier and Talon (2015). This model can be mapped to the problem of a contact line moving in an heterogeneous field. Close to the critical point, this line presents an avalanche dynamic where the front advances by a succession of waiting time and large burst events. These burst events are then related to the non-flowing (i.e. unyielded) areas. Remarkably, the statistics of these areas reproduce the same properties as in the direct numerical simulations. Furthermore, even if our exponents seem to be close to the mean field universal exponents, we report an unusual bump in the distribution which depends on the disorder. Finally, we identify a scaling invariance of the cluster spatial shape that is well fit, to first order, by a self-affine parabola.